Abstract. We characterize flat extensions of commutative rings satisfying the Weierstrass preparation theorem. Using this characterization we prove a variant of the Weierstrass preparation theorem for rings of functions on a normal curve over a complete local domain of dimension one. This generalizes recent works of Harbater, Hartmann and Krashen with a different method of proof.
Introduction
The Weierstrass preparation theorem is an important result in the theory of several complex variables. Its main idea is that the local behavior of a holomorphic function is similar to the behavior of a polynomial [4] . There are several ways to generalize this theorem for different purposes in other contexts. The algebraic form of the Weierstrass preparation theorem has important applications in algebra and algebraic number theory. For example, the usage of the algebraic form in the study of quadratic forms is well-known (cf. [2] ).
Recently Harbater-Hartmann-Krashen have generalized the algebraic form of the Weierstrass preparation theorem to functions on curves over a complete discrete valuation ring. Using essentially techniques of patching, they showed that a fraction of elements in certain completions of the ring of regular functions on the curve factors as product of a rational function and an invertible power series [7, 8, 9] . This result was then applied to study quadratic forms and central simple algebras over the related fields of functions. A significant application is to show that a field extension of transcendence degree one over the p-adic numbers has u-invariant 8. This is one of three (recent) proofs for this long-standing problem (see [3] , [8] , [11] , [16] ).
The aim of the current paper is to generalize further the theorem of HarbaterHartmann-Krashen on the Weierstrass preparation theorem with a different approach through ring theory and algebraic geometry. Weierstrass preparation is a kind of factorization assertion for elements of a ring extension. If the extension under consideration satisfies the Weierstrass preparation theorem (in the sense of Definition 1.1 in Section 1) then all the fibers have dimension zero. This observation is our starting point. In the works of Harbater, Hartmann and Krashen, the authors consider a normal curve over a complete discrete valuation ring and study the functions that are rational on a subset of an irreducible component of the closed fiber. In our approach, we consider functions that are regular on an arbitrary subset of the closed fiber without restriction to a component. A careful analysis on the fibers of flat extensions allows us to treat the branching phenomenon when passing from functions on a component to the general case. It also gives another proof for the generalized Weierstrass preparation theorem of Harbater-Hartmann-Krashen. It is remarkable that we mainly work on the level of rings rather than on the fields.
About the structure of the paper, we introduce in Section 1 a notion of Weierstrass homomorphism and recall an application of the Weierstrass preparation theorem in the study of the u-invariant of a field. In Section 2 we consider flat homomorphisms which are Weierstrass. The main result of the section is Theorem 2.3 presenting a characterization of such a Weierstrass flat homomorphism via properties of the fibers and the residue fields. This characterization is used in Section 3 to generalize the Weierstrass preparation theorem for functions on curves over a complete local domain of dimension one (see Theorems 3.3, 3.5, 3.6) . A consequence of the characterization theorem in Section 2 is that over a local ring, a henselian Weierstrass extension is (up to isomorphism) intermediate between the Henselization and the completion of the ring. So the Weierstrass property of the three extensions should relate to each other. This is discussed in Section 4.
Throughout this paper all rings are commutative with a unit.
Weierstrass preparation theorem and u-invariant
The Weierstrass preparation theorem has important applications in the algebraic theory of quadratic forms. To motivate the works in this paper, we recall here a well-known application of the theorem in the study of the u-invariant of a field. For recent works in this direction and other applications of the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we mention Harbater-Hartmann-Krashen [8, 9] . Definition 1.1. Let A, B be commutative rings and ϕ : A → B be a ring homomorphism. We say that the homomorphism ϕ is Weierstrass if for any b ∈ B, there is an element a ∈ A such that b = ϕ(a)b ′ for some unit b ′ ∈ B × . If in addition A ⊆ B is a subring, we say that B is a Weierstrass extension of A. Example 1.2. We have some examples of Weierstrass homomorphisms. (a) Any surjective ring homomorphism is Weierstrass. (b) Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a commutative ring A, then the localization map A → S −1 A is Weierstrass. (c) Let X be a normal curve over a field and x ∈ X be a point. Let A = O X,x andÂ be the completion of A with respect to the maximal ideal. As A andÂ are discrete valuation rings, the completion map A →Â is Weierstrass. (d) Let α : A → B, β : B → C be homomorphisms of commutative rings. If both α and β are Weierstrass then the composition β • α is Weierstrass. Conversely, if the composition β • α is Weierstrass then so is β. If in addition, β is injective and β(B × ) = C × , then α is Weierstrass too.
Remark 1.3. The Weierstrass property is not a local property. If f : A → B is Weierstrass then so is the induced homomorphism ϕ P : A → B P for any prime ideal P of the ring B. However, the converse is not true. For example, consider the canonical map ϕ :
. Clearly ϕ is not Weierstrass since there is no expression such as
If c ∈ R then obviously ϕ P is Weierstrass. If c ∈ R then (X − c)(X −c) is a real polynomial and X −c is invertible in C[X] (X−c) , wherec is the complex conjugate of c. So
(X−c) n and ϕ P is Weierstrass in this case. Let k be a field. The u-invariant of k, denoted by u(k), is the maximal dimension of all anisotropic quadratic forms over k. If the maximum does not exist, we set u(k) = ∞. For example, u(R) = ∞ and u(k) = 0 if k is algebraically closed. The u-invariant u(k) is a very important numerical invariant of k but it is hard to track information about this invariant (see [10, 16] ). For instance, the question on determining all possible values of this invariant is one of the major open problems in the theory of quadratic forms. The idea of using the Weierstrass preparation theorem to study the u-invariants is well-known and has been worked out by several authors (see, for example, [2] ). Before going to this, we need first the following consequence of Hensel's Lemma. Proof.
Since B is henselian relative to IB, there is uniquely an element α ∈ B such that F (α) = aα n − b = 0 and α ≡ 1 (mod IB).
For a domain A, we denote K A for the field of fractions of A. Theorem 1.5. Let A be a domain and let A ⊆ B be a Weierstrass extension. Let I be an ideal of A such that B is henselian relative to IB and A/I ≃ B/IB. Suppose 2 is invertible in B/IB. Then B is a domain and
Proof. Obviously B is a domain as the extension A ⊆ B is Weierstrass. We first show that K B is a compositum of K A and B, that is, 
n , be an anisotropic quadratic form with β 1 , . . . , β n ∈ K B . Since K A .B = K B , as discussed above we have β i = ai si b i , for a i , s i ∈ A, s i = 0 and b i ∈ B × a unit, i = 1, . . . , n. Note that A/I ≃ B/IB and B is henselian relative to IB. Using Lemma 1.4, we obtain an expression b i = c i α
which defines an anisotropic quadratic form over
Remark 1.6. (i) In the application of Theorem 1.5, usually the field K B is henselian or even complete. There are many cases the u-invariant of K B is computable. The well-known theorem of Springer is an example. Theorem 1.5 thus gives a bound for the u-invariant of K A .
(ii) For any n invertible in A/I, the proof of Theorem 1.5 works for any homogeneous form of degree n instead of just quadratic forms and over rings rather than fields.
In particular, we get a result similar to Theorem 1.5 for higher degree homogeneous forms.
Weierstrass flat homomorphisms
This section is devoted to a careful study of Weierstrass flat homomorphisms. The main result is Theorem 2.3 in which a characterization of Weierstrass flat homomorphisms in the local case is given. We begin with a couple of lemmas. 
Proof. Take a chain of submodules of M , say
. . , n, and n = ℓ A (M ). The flatness of the homomorphism ϕ gives rise to a chain of submodules of M ⊗ A B,
It is usually hard to use directly the definition of Weierstrass homomorphism in order to show a homomorphism being Weierstrass. Lemma 2.1 provides a criterion which is still hard to be used. In the next we present a criterion for a flat homomorphism to be Weierstrass by means of conditions on the prime ideals and associated residue fields. This criterion will be shown to be very useful in several situations in the next sections.
For a prime ideal p of a ring R, we denote by k R (p) := R p /pR p the residue field.
Theorem 2.3. Let ϕ : A → B be a flat homomorphism of Noetherian rings, where B has a unique maximal ideal m B . The homomorphism ϕ is Weierstrass if and only if any prime ideal P ∈ Spec(B) satisfies (a) P = ϕ(ϕ −1 (P ))B, that means, P has a set of generators in the image of ϕ; (b) Either B P is a principal ideal ring or the canonical inclusion k A (ϕ −1 (P )) ֒→ k B (P ) is an isomorphism (in this case we will identify the two fields).
Proof. Replace A by ϕ(A) we can assume A ⊆ B.
Necessary condition: Assume A ⊆ B is a Weierstrass extension. Let P be a prime ideal of B and let p = P ∩ A. Lemma 2.1 gives P = pB. It remains to show that
Since P is the only prime ideal in the fiber at p, we have B ⊗ A A p ≃ B P . So the map A p → B P is flat by base change and it is obviously Weierstrass. The proof is thus reduced to the case of local rings (A, m A ), (B, m B ) such that B is not a principal ideal ring, m A B = m B and P = m B .
We are going to show that
Consequently, x 1 , . . . , x n is a minimal set of generators of m B . Since B is not a principal ideal ring, m B is not a principal ideal and particularly, n > 1.
The assumption of Weierstrass extension gives rise to an expression b = ab ′ for some a ∈ m A and b
we havē 
and the conclusion follows. Let dim A = dim B > 0. Using Lemma 2.1(c), we will show that for any b ∈ m B \ {0}, bB = IB where I = (bB) ∩ A. Since base change preserves flatness, the induced homomorphism A/I → B/IB is faithfully flat. In particular, it is injective. Let P ∈ Spec(B) be a prime ideal such that I ⊆ P . We have P/IB = (P/IB) ∩ (A/I) B/IB, where intersection is taken in the ring B/IB. If the ideal P B P is principal then so is (P/I)B P . If P B P is not principal then
So the flat embedding A/I → B/IB satisfies the sufficient conditions in the theorem.
There are two cases to be considered. The first case is dim A/I < dim A. Then the extension A/I → B/IB is Weierstrass by the induction assumption. Using again Lemma 2.1 we get that bB/IB = 0 since (bB/IB) ∩ (A/I) = 0. In particular, bB = IB.
The remaining case is dim A/I = dim A. Replace A by A/I and B by B/IB we can assume without lost of generality that I = 0. We are going to show that bB = 0. Let P = m B be any prime ideal of B and put p = P ∩ A. As the argument at the beginning of the proof for the necessary condition, B P = BA p and the induced homomorphism A p → B P satisfies the sufficient condition of the theorem. So bB P ∩ A p = b(BA p ) ∩ A p = 0 and thus bB P = 0 by the induction assumption, because dim B P < dim B. In particular, bB is of finite length.
We denote by Γ mB (B) := t>0 
Since the ideal bB is of finite length, we have an inclusion bB ⊆ Γ mB (B). The assumption bB ∩A = 0 implies that bB = 0 via the isomorphism Γ mA (A) ≃ Γ mB (B) as above.
Remark 2.4. Let ϕ : A → B be a flat homomorphism of Noetherian rings. For each prime ideal p of A, the fiber ring of ϕ at p is defined as B ⊗ A k A (p). The Krull dimension of the fiber ring is called the dimension of the fiber at p of ϕ. It is exactly the dimension of the fiber at the point p of the induced morphism Spec(B) → Spec(A). In condition (a) of Theorem 2.3, for a prime ideal P of B, P = ϕ(p)B for p := ϕ −1 (P ). This means the fiber of ϕ at p is of dimension zero and the ideal ϕ(p)B is a prime ideal. On the other hand, if q is a prime ideal of A, then either qB = B or there is a minimal prime ideal Q containing qB such that ϕ −1 (Q) = q, as ϕ is flat. So condition (a) is equivalent to (a1) All fibers of the flat homomorphism ϕ are of dimension zero.
(a2) For a prime ideal p of A, either pB = B or pB is a prime ideal. If this is the case, the fiber ring Proof. The flatness of ϕ implies that it satisfies the going-down theorem by [12, Theorem 9.5] . For the going-up theorem, let p ⊂ q be two prime ideals of A and let P be a prime ideal of B such that P ∩ A = p. We need to show that there is a prime ideal Q of B such that P ⊂ Q and Q ∩ A = q.
Put Q = qB. Since the homorphism ϕ is Weierstrass, Q is a prime ideal of B as we have seen in Remark 2.4. Similarly, P = pB. In other words, P and Q are unique point in the fibers of ϕ at p and q respectively. Then Q ⊃ P by the going-down theorem. The conclusion follows trivially.
We end this section with a simple remark that will be used in several places later on.
Remark 2.7. Let ϕ : A → B be a flat homomorphism of Noetherian rings. The ring B might not be local but we assume that ϕ satisfies the sufficient condition in Theorem 2.3, that means, any prime ideal P ∈ Spec(B) satisfies (a) P = ϕ(ϕ −1 (P ))B; (b) Either B P is a principal ideal ring or the canonical inclusion k A (ϕ −1 (P )) ֒→ k B (P ) is an isomorphism.
For any prime ideal Q of B, denote the composition homomorphism of ϕ and the localization map B → B Q by ϕ Q : A → B Q . Then ϕ Q is flat. It is easy to see that ϕ Q satisfies similar conditions as (a) and (b). So by Theorem 2.3, ϕ Q is Weierstrass.
Functions on curves
In this section we consider rings of functions on a projective curve over a complete local domain of dimension one. Those curves contain all curves over a complete discrete valuation ring. Using Theorem 2.3 we prove some interesting Weierstrass extensions of these rings. It generalizes the results of Harbater-Hartmann [7] and Harbater-Hartmann-Krashen in [8, 9] which in fact motivate our work in this paper.
Notation 3.1. To fix the notations, let (R, m R ) be a complete Noetherian local domain of dimension one. We consider a connected projective normal curve X over R with closed fiber X and function field F . Assume X dominates Spec(R). Given a subset U ⊂ X which is contained in an affine set, let R U be the set of rational functions in F which are regular on U . We denote by R U the m R R U -adic completion of the ring R U .
By the choice of the subset U , the ideal m R R U is contained in the Jacobson radical of R U and the canonical homomorphism R U → R U is faithfully flat.
We will explore some Weierstrass extensions of R U in the following three situations (i) U consists of a closed point of X; (ii) U is an open subset of an irreducible component of X and U does not intersect with other components;
(iii) U is general. The first two situations have been worked out by Harbater, Hartmann and Krashen using the techniques of the patching theory (see [7] , [8] , [9] ). Also they work on the field of fractions of R U rather than on R U . Here we work on the level of rings. The main idea is to use Theorem 2.3, which in fact enables us to study in addition the third case of a general subset U too.
Let ϕ : A → B be a Weierstrass flat homomorphism. We have seen in Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 that if P is a prime ideal of B then P = ϕ(ϕ −1 (P ))B. We study first this property for the ring R U . Proposition 3.2. Keep the notations in 3.1. For any prime ideal p of R U , p = 0, the canonical embedding R U /p ֒→ R U /p R U is an isomorphism. In particular, p R U is a prime ideal of R U . Conversely, for a prime ideal Q of R U which is not the generic point of any irreducible component of Spec( R U ), denote q = Q ∩ R U , then Q = q R U and k RU (q) ≃ k RU (Q).
Proof. For the first assertion, let p = 0 be a prime ideal of R U . By the choice of U , the ideal p + m R R U is contained in some maximal ideal of R U . If p ⊇ m R then R U /p = R U /p R U . It particularly holds true for any maximal ideal of R U .
Suppose p ⊇ m R . Since R U has Krull dimension 2 and p = 0,
This shows thatm i = m i R U and m i is a maximal ideal of R U , i = 1, . . . , h. From the equality
On the closed fiber X of the curve X, the residue field R U / m i ≃ R U /m i is a finite extension of k := R/m R by the geometric formulation of Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (see [ 
14, Proposition 3, page 99]). So we can write
for some w i1 , . . . , w it ∈ R U , t > 0. The isomorphisms
give us Then 
and therefore R U /p = R U /p R U . In particular, p R U is a prime ideal of R U .
For the converse, let Q be a prime ideal of R U which is not minimal. Put q = Q ∩ R U . By the same proof as the first part in which we replace p R U by Q, we get that R U /q ≃ R U /Q. In particular, q = 0. As we have proved above,
Proposition 3.2 provides us a nice 1-1 correspondence between the sets of nonminimal prime ideals of R U and R U . As a particular consequence, it induces that all fibers of the completion homomorphism R U → R U have dimension zero. This description shows part of the sufficient condition in Theorem 2.3 (see Remark 2.4, condition (a1)). Using this we are able to give another proof for one of the main theorems of [9] (see also [7] , [8] ) and also to study the general case where the set U contains points on different irreducible components of the closed fiber of the curve. Proof. We first prove that R U is a domain.
(a) Let U = {x} where x is a closed point of the closed fiber X of the curve X. We will write R x instead of R U . Let R x be the completion of the ring R x with respect to its maximal ideal. We can write R x ⊂ R x ⊂ R x as faithfully flat extensions. The ring R x is excellent since it is essentially of finite type over the complete local ring R, following [5, Scholie 7.8.3] . It implies in particular that R x is reduced. On the other hand, R x is a normal ring since X is normal, thus R x is particularly unibranch. The ring R x is then a domain as it is both reduced and unibranch. So R x is a domain. This proves the assertion in the first case. Combining this with Proposition 3.2, we see that the canonical inclusion
Therefore, with a prime ideal Q of the ring R U , Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.7 imply that the extension R U ⊂ ( R U ) Q is Weierstrass.
Remark 3.4. In the proof of Theorem 3.3 it is shown that the canonical inclusion R U ⊂ R U fulfills all the conditions in Theorem 2.3 except R U is not local in general. So Theorem 2.3 is not applicable for this extension (see also the discussion in Remark 2.7). In fact, we do not know whether the extension R U ⊂ R U itself is Weierstrass or not.
In Theorem 3.3, if U = {x} consists of just one closed point, the ring R x is local with a maximal ideal m x . Beside the extension R x ⊂R x , there is another extension R x ⊂ R x -the m x -adic completion. It is natural to ask whether this extension is Weierstrass. The answer is positive with some mild restrictions. Theorem 3.5. Keep the notations in 3.1. Let x be a closed point of the closed fiber X of the curve X. For each irreducible component X i of X which contains x, assume that the ring O Xi,x is analytically unramified and unibranch, or equivalently, its m x -adic completion is a domain (this is the case if x is a non-singular point of X i ). Then the m x -adic completion inclusion R x ⊂ R x is Weierstrass.
Proof. We consider the extensions R x ⊂ R x ⊂ R x . The first inclusion is Weierstrass by Theorem 3.3. We need to show that the second inclusion is also Weierstrass. Note that the ring R x is the m x R x -adic completion of R x .
We first show that if p is a prime ideal of R x , p R x is a prime ideal. If either p = m x is the maximal ideal of R x or p = 0 then this is clear. We assume p = m x and p = 0. There are two cases to be considered separately. The first case is if
as R x /p is complete with respect to the m R R x -adic topology. So p R x is a prime ideal. The second case is if p ⊇ m R . Let X i be the irreducible component of the closed fiber X associated to p ∩ R x . We have the embedding
The completion O Xi,x being a domain implies that p R x is a prime ideal.
We now prove that all the fibers of the extension R x ⊆ R x have dimension zero. Let P be a prime ideal of R x . We need to prove that if P is neither minimal nor maximal, then so is the prime ideal p := P ∩ R x of the ring R x . If P ⊇ m R then p ⊇ m R which is obviously not a minimal prime ideal. Assume that P ⊇ m R . So P ⊇ m x . Since the ring R x /P is of Krull dimension one, m x R x + P = m x . A similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 concludes that R x /P is finitely generated over R x /p. Hence dim R x /P = dim R x /p, and thus p is not a minimal prime ideal of the ring R x .
Combining all the fact above, we get that any prime ideal P of R x is generated by P ∩ R x , following Remark 2.4.
. If P is not maximal then as X is normal and excellent, R x is normal. In particular, ( R x ) P is a discrete valuation ring. The extension R x ⊆ R x is therefore Weierstrass by Theorem 2.3.
We now consider the case of general subset U which might contain points on different irreducible components of the closed fiber of the curve X. In this case, R U is a domain but the m R R U -adic completion R U could be no more a domain. However, R U is still reduced and equidimensional as R U is an excellent domain. Let P 1 , . . . , P t be the minimal prime ideals of R U . Taking the composition of two canonical maps R U ⊂ R U and R U → R U /P i , we get a canonical inclusion R U ֒→ R U /P i which is not flat in general. However, we still have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Keep the notations in 3.1. Let U be a subset of the closed fiber of the normal curve X. Let R U be the m R R U -adic completion of R U and P 1 , . . . , P t ∈ Spec R U be generic points of the irreducible components of Spec R U . Let Q be a maximal ideal of R U . For each P i ⊆ Q, the canonical inclusion R U ֒→ ( R U /P i ) Q is Weierstrass.
Proof. In order to show the Weierstrass property of the canonical homomorphism ϕ : R U → ( R U /P i ) Q , by using Lemma 2.1(c), we will show that any principal ideal J of ( R U /P i ) Q is generated by a set of generators in R U via ϕ. Suppose J = 0 and J = ( R U /P i ) Q . Let J = b 1 for some b ∈ Q and I := ϕ −1 (J). Clearly,
It is worth noting that b R U + P i ⊆ ∪ t j=1 P j . So I = 0 since P 1 , . . . , P t are the only prime ideals in the generic fiber of of the completion map R U → R U (cf. Proposition 3.2).
The homomorphism ϕ induces a homomorphismφ : R U /I → ( R U /I R U + P i ) Q which factors as
Note that (I R U + P i /P i ) Q ⊆ J and we will denote the quotient byJ. ThenJ = b 1 ) andφ −1 (J ) = 0. On the other hand, since I = 0, the extension
is Weierstrass following Proposition 3.2 and Remark 2.7. As a consequence, the induced homomorphism
is Weierstrass. HenceJ = 0 as it is generated byφ(φ −1 (J )) = 0. It implies that in the ring ( R U /P i ) Q , J = I( R U /P i ) Q as required. Theorem 3.6 provides a Weierstrass extension R U → ( R U /P i ) Q where Q, P i are as in the theorem. The ring ( R U /P i ) Q is henselian with respect to the ideal (m R ). Recall that F is the function field of the normal curve X. We denote in addition by F U,Pi the field of fractions of R U /P i . If the residue field k of R has characteristic different from 2 then Theorem 1.5 applies and we have u( F U,Pi ) ≤ u(F ). We even have more. Following Harbater-Hartmann-Krashen, the strong u-invariant u s (k) of a field k is defined as the smallest integer n such that u(k ′ ) ≤ n for any finite field extension k ′ /k and u(L) ≤ 2n for any finitely generated field extension of transcendence degree one L/k. Corollary 3.7. Keep the notations in 3.1 and the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6. Suppose the residue field k of R has characteristic different from 2. Then
Proof. We have seen u( F U,Pi ) ≤ u(F ). So clearly u( F U,Pi ) ≤ 2u s (K), where K is the field of fractions of R. Let R ′ be the integral closure of R in K. Since R is henselian, R ′ is local and finite over R. So R ′ is a complete discrete valuation ring. Due to Harbater-Hartmann-Krashen [8, Theorem 4.10] 
Henselization and completion
In this section we will study the Weierstrass property of the Henselization and the completion of a local ring. In applications of the Weierstrass preparation theorem, we are interested in those Weierstrass extensions A ⊆ B such that B is henselian (see Theorem 1.5). While the Weierstrass property indicates that the two rings A, B are very close, such an extension probably does not exist because of the henselian requirement on the ring B. In seeking such extensions, a natural idea is to look at the Henselization and the completion of the ring. Later we will see that, in many cases the Henselization and the completion are in fact two bounds, lower and upper. The next proposition illustrates part of this point.
h . Taking the limit we get a commutative diagram
Note that the mapÂ → A h is in fact an isomorphism (cf. [6, Théorème 18.6.6]). Henceψ is injective. Identify A h with a subring of A h , we get that Ker(ψ) ⊆ Ker(ψ) = 0. So ψ is injective.
If B is not a principal ideal ring, thenÂ ≃B following Corollary 2.5. So there is a faithfully flat embedding B ֒→Â.
In order to show that the extension A ֒→ A h is Weierstrass, we note that the induced flat homomorphism A/p ֒→ B/pB is Weierstrass for any prime ideal p of A. By the first part of the proof we obtain injective homomorphisms
h is a prime ideal of A h . Combining this with the fact that the Henselization A ⊆ A h has all fibers of dimension zero (cf. [6, Théorème 18.6.9]), we conclude that P = (P ∩ A)A h for any prime ideal P of A h by using Remark 2.4. Moreover, from the argument above we have the inclusions
If the ideal pB is not principal, then Taking the images, one can assume A ⊆ A h ⊆ B. Suppose in addition that the characteristic of the residue fields is either zero or an odd prime, then by Theorem 1.5 one get a comparison of u-invariants u(
We have seen in Proposition 4.1 that the Henselization A ⊆ A h is Weierstrass provided the existence of a henselian Weierstrass extension. The conclusion in fact holds true with a much weaker hypothesis. Recall that a local ring R is unibranch if the reduction R red is a domain and the integral closure of R in its field of fractions is a local ring. 
Proof. We know that the fibers of the Henselization A → A h are regular of dimension zero (see [6, Théorème 18.6.9] As an application of Proposition 4.2, we get the following immediate consequence. If B is not a principal ideal ring then the mapÂ ֒→B is an isomorphism. We obtain the faithfully flat embeddings
There comes a natural question whether the extension A ⊆Â is Weierstrass. Proof. Since A is a local domain of dimension one, Theorem 2.3 shows that the extension A ⊆Â is Weierstrass if and only ifÂ is a domain. This is equivalent exactly to the sufficient condition in the corollary.
In dimension two, Theorem 3.5 brings to us interesting examples from functions on curves over a complete local domain of dimension one. For higher dimension, examples of local rings with Weierstrass completion are in fact quite rare. Example 4.6. Let X be a projective variety over a field k and x be a point of X. The dimension of the generic fiber of the completion map O X,x → O X,x is codim x (X) − 1 (see the proof of Proposition 4.7 below). So if the completion map is Weierstrass, we get codim x (X) = 1 following Remark 2.4. If x is a closed point, this simply means X being a curve.
Though in this example the flat extension O X,x ⊆ O X,x is often not Weierstrass, there are Weierstrass non-flat extensions induced from it. The example suggests that the following proposition could apply to many local rings coming from geometry.
Proposition 4.7. Let (A, m A ) be a Noetherian local ring. Let P be a prime ideal of the m A -adic completionÂ. We denote byĀ the image of A through the composition of maps A ֒→Â →Â/P . The ideal P is maximal in the generic fiber of the completion map A ֒→Â if and only if for eachā ∈Â/P , there is an element 0 =b ∈Â/P such thatāb ∈Ā.
If in addition dimÂ/P = 1, thenb could be chosen to be invertible. Equivalently, the induced homomorphism A →Â/P is Weierstrass.
Proof. Replacing A by A/P ∩ A, we can assume that P ∩ A = 0.
Suppose P is maximal in the generic formal fiber of A. Takeā ∈Â/P ,ā = 0. If we denote S = A \ {0} then clearly S −1 A → S −1 (Â/P ) is a field extension (usually transcendental). In particular, there is an elementā ′ s ∈ S −1 (Â/P ) whereā ′ ∈Â/P , s ∈ S, such thatā .ā ′ s = 1. The conclusion then follows. Conversely, it is obvious that S −1 (Â/P ) is a field. This shows the maximality of P in the generic formal fiber of A.
Now we assume dimÂ/P = 1. Take an element a ∈ m A such that a ∈ P . Then aÂ + P = m A . Let I = (aÂ + P ) ∩ A. The ideal I is m A -primary, thus the canonical homomorphism A/I → A/I ≃Â/IÂ is an isomorphism. This particularly implies (aÂ + P )/IÂ = 0 as its restriction to A/I is zero. Hence IÂ = aÂ + P . Let x 1 , . . . , x n be a set of generators of the ideal I. We write a = n i=1 α i x i for some α i ∈Â. In the ringÂ/P we also have x i = β iā for some β i ∈Â. Then
AsĀ/P is a domain andā = 0, the above equality shows that 1 − n i=1 α i β i ∈ P . In particular, there is an invertible element β i inÂ. Soā = β −1
i .x i , where x i ∈ I ⊂ A.
